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…. Summer Notes ....
New Trips—Old Favorites
? Dorado - We’ve got some great
new trips. See our article about
this spring’s upcoming dorado
exploratory. We’re entering the
enormous Brazilian Pantanal in
search of the golden battler.
? Peacock Bass - We’ve got some
new peacock bass trips as well.
How about a slow paced houseboat trip in the hidden lakes of
the Rio Branco. Unfished, uncrowded and unknown to outsiders. How about a Thanksgiving
tour of two luxury lodges on the
Xeriuini. See the articles in this
issue for more info.
? Old Favorites - We’re going back
to the Unini in November. We
have spaces available during two
weeks on this giant fish river in
what promises to be the best part
of the season.

Summer 2004

In Search of “El Dorado”

For over two hundred years after Costripes. This patterning, coupled with their
lumbus found the New World, brave, gold powerful jaws and razor sharp teeth have
crazed explorers searched for “El Dorado”,
earned the dorado the sobriquet “River Tithe fabled city of gold hidden deep in South ger” in South America.
America’s wild jungles.
Once fooled with a bait,
For a somewhat
their arm-wrenching strike
shorter time (3 years
is a testament to their agnow), another group,
gressiveness and ferocity.
less brave, but just as
As soon as an angler sets
crazed (although for
the hook, these wild leapfish) has been searchers explode out of the water
ing for an “El Dorado”
in a series of outrageous
of a scalier kind.
jumps, truly making them
This dorado is pure
an angler’s “El Dorado”.
fishing gold. Salminus
As desirable a fish as
maxillosus, the South
they are, in recent years,
American freshwater
dorado fishing in South
dorado. An exceptionAmerica has become a far
ally strong swimmer
less desirable proposition
and jumper, dorado
than our consistently detypically range in size
pendable peacock bass and
On The Horizon
from 5 to 10 pounds,
payara trips. Over-fishing,
We’re heading into Indian terrialthough twenty pound
economic unrest and poitory in the northern fringe of the
trophies
can
be
comsoned rivers have made
Amazon. Having received premon at the right time
Big dorado offer spectacular leaps formerly pristine fisheries
liminary permission from the
and place. While the
and heart-stopping excitement.
in Argentina and Bolivia
Brazilian government, we’re
already starting to plan an excurrent IGFA all-tackle
unacceptable options for
ploratory trip into Yanomani
record is 51 pounds, giants of up to 70
most American sportfishermen. Many
lands next year. It could be very pounds have been caught in nets. Their
agents and operators, in a struggle to find
interesting ….. PR
intense, almost radiant, golden color is
fish for a clientele that increasingly yearns
marked with holographic black horizontal
to get its hooks into the spectacular fighting
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Striking Gold in Brazil’s Pantanal

The Pantanal, one of the
world’s great reserves,
literally crawls with
wildlife (see page 3)

dorado, are settling for extremely unattractive areas featuring
giant dams and highly populated and developed shorelines.
That’s simply not acceptable for us and our clientele, so we
stopped offering dorado trips until we could find a safe, productive, attractive and exciting alternative to the choices that were
available. Finally, after three years of searching, we’ve found
an option we can love in Brazil’s giant Pantanal marshland.
In a whirlwind, tour of the Pantanal, our advance team of
Nicky Guedes, Wellington Melo and Paul Reiss, accompanied by
Jonny Miles and Dusan Smetana of Field and Stream magazine
(look for the article in December’s issue), explored four rivers
and their marshy edges. We searched
…. Continued on Page 2
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Golden Dorado in the Pantanal …...Continued

for points of entry, fishable structure, lines of support and
scientific data on fish populations, migratory patterns and
ambient conditions. Piece by piece we found what we
needed. We’ve weighed our options, considered the variables and now we’re excited to announce that we’re going
forward with a full-scale, three week exploratory expedition
next spring ... and we’re inviting our clients to join us.

Planned ‘2004 Dorado Exploratory Trip Schedule
Please Note - Dates may be
modified with new data input.

Departs

Returns

Group 1

April 20, 2004

April 29, 2004

- open -

Group 2

April 27, 2004

May 6, 2004

- open -

Group 3

May 4, 2004

May 11, 2004

- open -

amount of water to cover and we plan to be nimble and flexible in our pursuit of the dorado. Facilities will most likely
be basic and the food will be simple, but hearty.

Exploratory Itinerary

Depart U.S. to Sao Paulo, Brazil. Board a domestic flight to
Saturday Campo Grande, Mato Grosso do Sul. Meet your exploratory
group members and overnight in Campo Grande.

Openings
Sunday

We’ll be working on the trip’s final logistics as this issue
reaches you. We expect to have our team back into the Pantanal by August to further hone our plans and prepare our
operational resources to ensure a successful expedition.
Our goal for April’s exploratory is to work our way
through Brazil’s great swamp as the big breeder dorado
leave their spawning grounds, hungry and accessible in
small river headwaters. We will use this exploratory to
map and understand the region’s fishery and fishing characteristics. Based on research data from the Brazilian government and recent scientific assays, we’ve developed a
plan of exploration that will help us to locate the region’s
optimal dorado habitat. We expect to be very mobile, using
either simple camps or a houseboat operation.
Of necessity, this trip will be limited in the number of
anglers that can be supported We plan on only 3 groups of
six to eight anglers per group. This will be an exploratory
journey in every sense of the term. As was the case in our
previous exploration of the Urariquera river, anglers should
be prepared for flexible daily schedules, with camp or boat
movements occurring routinely. We have a tremendous

Please note - This itinerary may
vary as trip logistics are finalized.

Early AM, board a charter to flight or land rover to the edge of
the Pantanal, from where you’ll be transferred to our camp or
houseboat facility. Depending on where camp is located, arrive sometime between late morning and early afternoon.
Relax and unwind or set up your gear and get in some fishing.

Six days of fishing. Your angling day begins with a 5:30 AM
wake up call. Breakfast is at 6:00 AM. Your guide is ready to
Monday depart at first light, although you can remain in camp at your
through leisure. Relax for an hour at lunchtime each day. Return to
Saturday camp before dusk for appetizers and drinks while we compare
each others findings, followed by a Pantanal dinner.

Sunday

Early Sunday morning, transfer back to the edge of the marsh
and then to Campo Grande. Board a domestic flight to Sao
Paulo and return to the U.S. via an international flight.

In addition to the golden dorado, we hope to successfully
encounter giant suribim (flathead catfish) up to 80 pounds,
pacu or pirapitinga (Piaractus), into the 20 pound class and
piraputanga, a large brycon that fights like a psychotic trout
as well as several other Pantanal species (see below).
If you seek adventure and exploration .. if you’re crazed
for scaly, finned gold .. then this is a trip for you. We’ll keep
pricing low, in the $2700 to $2900 range, in line with the
exploratory nature of the trip. Join us this April and delve
into one of the world’s most fascinating environments in
pursuit of “El Dorado”. For more information or to reserve
your place, call, toll-free, 866 832-2987 or 866 431-1668.

Sportfish of the Pantanal
Cachara (Suribim)
Psuedoplatystoma fasciatum
140 cm - up to 90 lbs.

Dorado
Salminus maxillosus
110 cm - up to 70 lbs.

Piraputanga
Brycon microlepis
45 cm

Pintado
Psuedoplatystoma corruscans
150 cm - up to 120 lbs.

Piavucu

Piranha

Leporinus macrocephalus
65 cm

Pygocentrus nattereri
45 cm

Pirapitinga
Oscar

Piaractus mesopotamicus
55 cm - 25 lbs.

Astronotus ocellatus
30 cm

Jau
Paulicea luetkeni
200 cm - can exceed 200 lbs.
Drawings from EMBRAPA (Brazil) chart

Client Photos - Trophies - Winter ‘2004
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These big, beautiful Amazon gamefish were caught by Acute Angling clients on this year’s featured trips.

Brothers, Bill (photos on the left) and Don Mitzel (right) scored beautiful
trophies on their Rio Urariquera trip this past March. Here, they show off
their “Urariquera Grand Slams” - Payara, Pirapitinga and Jau catfish.

The photos below were taken on our recent exploratory trip to the Pantanal.

Wildlife in
the Pantanal.

The trees hold monkeys and anteaters ...

Many Amazon basin
and Amazon Fringe
locations, although
home to some of the
most incredible biodiversity on the planet,
are difficult locales in
which to successfully
sight and photograph
wildlife. Not so the
Pantanal. This big,
flat swamp makes line
of sight go on forever
and without the giant
trees and dense cover
of some rainforest
locales, anglers can
find spectacular birds
and imposing large
animals in plain sight.
If you’re coming to
the Pantanal, make
sure to pack your
cameras along with
your fishing tackle.

Capybara and Jabiru roam the marsh

Getting there was tough. We used Toyota Land
Cruisers over rough cattle land to reach the
Pantanal’s edge. Once there, however, we were
rewarded with this beautiful black -water river

Be a “Fishing News” contributor.
If you’ve fished with Acute Angling in one of our exotic destinations, send us your story or your pictures. We’re always
happy to share the adventures experienced by our clients. Or send us letters and story ideas pertinent to exotic fishing.
We welcome the opportunity to make this newsletter a truly representative forum for international anglers.
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A New Season is on the Way
Some changes, some additions, but the same great service and awesome fighting fish
purchase partial or complete travel insurance packages from a major
Anglers, start sorting your lures, check out your rods and
carrier.
reels, and take an inventory of your supplies. Yes, its still summer
now but in a few short months, as fall approaches, the waters of the
Our job is still not done. Approximately three months prior
Amazon River basin will begin to recede and the mighty peacock
to your departure, you’ll receive our Ticketing and Visa Package, inbass, the giant catfish and the prehistoric payara will be waiting for
cluding the documentation necessary, to secure your visa (and a passyou. We have been preparing throughout the winter and spring for
port, if needed) in a timely, economical and hassle free manner. To
the upcoming season. We are very excited about some of our promake this process as easy and efficient as possible, we have partnered
gram improvements
with Zierer Visa
and additions and we
Service, a profesanticipate another
sional visa and
great season of trips
document processfor our anglers. Aling organization.
New Itinerary Effective Oct. 4th, They provide exthough we had to
deal with an unusual
tremely quick turn
2004 — Miami/Manaus
rainfall pattern last
around, flawless
year we were able to
handling and
position our camps at FLIGHT FROM
they’re sensitive to
TO DEPARTURE ARRIVAL M T W TH F SA SU
the best possible
the needs of Acute
sites, since we have
Angling’s clientele.
the advantage of
This year
mobility and access
902*
MAO
MIA
12:00PM 05:00PM
X
X
we have included a
to numerous locafew extra items in
tions throughout the
903
MIA
MAO 10:30PM 03:30AM+1
X
X
our visa package
region. All of our
mailing. You will
clients enjoyed the
find two Acute Anbest possible fishing in Brazil despite the unpredictable weather.
gling luggage tags for your check-in bags and our newly designed
Our trips have been filling up at an extraordinary pace this
Acute Angling hat…wear it with pride.
year, faster than we had expected. We had many clients who booked
We will once again be building our trip itineraries around the
days after returning from their trips with us last year, which prompted
schedule of Lloyd Aereo Boliviano Airlines (LAB), the only airline
us to add a number of new weeks to our schedule this year. We have
flying direct from the U.S. to Manaus, Brazil. Their scheduled flights
added two extra weeks to our fall Amazon Angel yacht trip and have
have changed slightly this coming season. Although the departure
expanded our operation at the Rio Urariquera to handle the amazing
from Miami to Manaus remains roughly the same, sliding back about
response that we received from our clients who thoroughly enjoyed
an hour, the return has changed significantly. Beginning in early Octhe multi-species angling offered at that site.
tober their flights from Manaus to Miami will be
This year we have also scheduled two weeks on
departing at 12:00 noon and will arrive in Miami
the Xeriuini River, coinciding with the Thanksat 5:00 PM. This change in schedule means that
giving season in November. In the past we had
our anglers will remain in Manaus overnight after
never had a heavy response for trips during that
returning from the jungle. Acute Angling has
holiday period, but we have had many requests
arranged for our clients to stay at the Hotel Tropifrom international anglers so we decided to open
cal, the finest hotel in the city, at our expense.
up those weeks at a special discounted rate.
After roughing it in the jungle and straining your
If you’ve booked a trip with us for this
muscles against mighty peacock bass, a day of
coming season, your job is basically done, but
comfort and pampering is not a bad thing. Due to
ours is just beginning. Once you’ve confirmed
its close proximity to the airport it will be a conyour booking, our staff goes to work arranging
venient and relaxing night before the next day’s
all of the components that will make your jourflight home.
ney to the Amazon as smooth and enjoyable as
If you wish to upgrade your flight to
possible. It begins with the reservation package
business class please contact Garry Reiss toll free
that is assembled for each angler, specific to his
at (866) 431-1668 as soon as possible to receive a
Wear it with pride.
chosen fishing destination. Each traveler requote and to secure the change to your ticket.
ceives a Pre-trip Questionnaire to fill out and return to our offices.
LAB has indicated that they anticipate full flights this coming season
This document helps us prepare for your trip and enables our staff in
so please do not delay if you wish to upgrade.
Brazil to make you as comfortable as possible.
As the time for our upcoming trips draws near, as
Also included in the reservation package is a pre-trip inforalways, we are available to answer your questions, make suggestions
mation booklet, and pre-trip checklist, containing valuable informaor help you with your tackle questions. Don’t forget to visit our
tion to help you prepare. Thoroughly reading this information will
Tackle-Box.net website for comprehensive tackle outfits designed for
assure that you have the right gear for your trip, and will give you
our fishing destinations. Maybe you’ll be the one who breaks the rebackground as to what to expect when you reach your camp. We also
cord this year. Have a great fishing season. …………. Garry Reiss
include an optional trip insurance package, which enables travelers to

Lloyd Aereo Boliviano
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New Water = Better Fishing
Angler’s Math: Less
Pressure
The more popular and the more accepted Peacock bass fishing becomes, the more difficult it is to find pristine, untouched
fisheries. In many areas, our fantastic sport has unfortunately fallen into an increasingly formulaic pattern. The big operators
crowd into the well-known and well-publicized locales and pound the same waters, week after week, with huge groups of uninitiated and unsuspecting anglers. With great optimism and expectations, they whip the water to a froth with surface plugs and
fly lines. And year after year, they catch fewer, smaller and ever more cautious fish in these overcrowded and overused areas.
This is why we are constantly searching for new waters, new means of access and ever more isolated fisheries. It’s our goal to
keep the trips we offer fresh, new and productive. Here are two new ways to catch big numbers of big fish.

New Water - Hidden Lakes of the Rio Branco
Fish where no one else has fished before. Peacocks
that have never seen a lure will attack without hesitation.
Usually we have to travel huge distances to more and more remote areas to encounter new water, but sometimes, an untouched fishery sits,
unrecognized, right under our noses. This is the case with the Rio
Branco. “What!”, those of you in the know exclaim, “There’s no peacock fishery in that giant white water tributary!” Well, you’re right and
you’re wrong. The river itself does not provide a satisfactory peacock
fishery because it’s water
characteristics are anathema
to peacock fishing, however,
hidden within its complex
basin is a chain of clear,
black-water, landlocked
lakes - chock full of peacock
bass. As the dry season
arrives and the waters recede, this hidden fishery becomes separated from the river and totally
inaccessible. Now there’s a way to get there.
Just a shade below the equator, this chain of approximately 15 large,
interconnected lakes holds the same giant strain of Cichla temensis
found in its more famous nearby neighbors, such as the Tapera, the

Xeriuini and the Agua Boa. This upcoming season, for the first time ,
the Rio Branco’s hidden lakes will play host to a small scale fishing
operation designed to offer a comfortable mechanism for accessing this
fresh and completely
unpressured fishery.
Holding up to 6
anglers, a small
houseboat will serve
as a very comfortable
and civilized base
camp, centrally located within the chain
of Rio Branco Lakes.
The houseboat offers pleasant accommodations, air conditioning, bathrooms with full showers, excellent food and an always open bar. The
lakes, discovered from the air and initially explored from a float plane
hold large numbers of peacocks including specimens well into the 20
pound class.
Offered for a two week period only, this unique trip will be available the weeks of January 9th and January 16th, 2005. The trip will
cost $2600 for six full days of fishing with all domestic charters and
transfers included.

Less Pressure - Fish Your Way Up An Entire River
Spread out over a giant area in a highly productive fishery.
Low angler density minimizes fishing pressure.
Usually this is impossible in a recognized, high productivity fishery,
but this year we’re taking advantage of a two week gap caused by a
holiday schedule to create a unique, new Thanksgiving trip package.
Acute Angling, in cooperation with
Amazon Peacock Bass Fishing Adventures, has reserved the entire, Xeriuini
River for two full weeks. This beautiful
clear, black water river is home to two of
the Amazon’s most comfortable and well
operated luxury lodges. We’re going to
reserve both lodges to be used by a single
group of only eight anglers. Macaroca,
located in the river’s central region, is
surrounded by giant lagoons and complex
floodplain structure, while Posao, located
in the river’s headwaters, provides crystal clear sandy lagoons and small water
fishing situations. Arrive at Macaroca
Lodge on Thursday morning, settle in and
sample the fishing. Explore the lower and
central river’s big lagoons and tangle with
Clear, black water makes electrifying trophy peacocks for the next
for great sport on both fly three days. On Sunday morning, pack
and conventional tackle.
your lunch and fish your way upriver.

Enjoy the beauty and productivity of rarely visited central river sections
and arrive at Posao in time for a delicious, well-earned dinner. Your
bags will already be waiting in Posao’s comfortable, air-conditioned
cabins. Three more exciting fishing days await you in Posao’s beautiful, fish laden waters. You will have fished the entire river! Your charter will pick you up on Thursday morning to begin your journey home.
This unique itinerary provides you with the best of both
worlds. The comfort, security and luxury of an air-conditioned, groundbased lodge with all of the amenities, but with the expanded access normally only found on a rough and tumble mobile exploratory camping
trip. The Xeriuini’s crystal clear black water provides great fishing for
both fly and conventional tackle, with fish over 22 lbs., a high percentage of large fish and daily catches ranging from 15 to 30 peacocks per
angler! The gorgeous white sand beaches serve to further accentuate the
region’s natural beauty.
Enjoy Thanksgiving in
the Amazon, fish the watershed of
two great lodges, and enjoy both
for almost $1000 less
than the price of either
one! The trip will cost
$2500 for six full days
of fishing—at both
lodges—with all domestic charters and
transfers included.
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‘2004 Featured Trip Schedule

Note - Available
spaces shown
as of 7/1/04

PEACOCK BASS TRIPS - Fall 2004 - The best values in the Amazon
#

Depart

Return

Fishing

Host

Depart

Return

Fishing

Host

Location

Price

Availability

Description
Our most popular trip and a perfect introduction to peacock bass.
Fall 2004 - Amazon Angel Yacht Trip - Comfort and Mobility - Matupiri River
Explore Amazonia on a comfortable, air-conditioned yacht. Our
1 Sept. 22, 2004 Oct. 1 6 full days Paul Reiss
Igapo Acu $2300 - 1 opening - mobility allows access to 300 miles of majestic waters. Excellent
daily catch averages (20 - 50/day) with an average size around 5
2 Sept. 29, 2004 Oct. 8 6 full days Paul Reiss
Igapo Acu $2300
- FULL - pounds. Trophy fish in the high teens are common and monsters over
20 pounds are taken here each trip. Return every evening to fine food
3 Oct. 6, 2004 Oct. 15 6 full days Paul Reiss
Igapo Acu $2300
- FULL - and drink and the secure comfort of the yacht. Enjoy jungle hikes,
Indian village visits, spotlighting, and more, on this unique and exclu4 Oct. 13, 2004 Oct. 22 6 full days Paul Reiss
Igapo Acu $2300 - 4 openings
sive adventure. Protected within an Indian reservation, this sportfish5 Oct. 20, 2004 Oct. 29 6 full days Paulo Petry Igapo Acu $2300
- FULL - ing-only reserve’s peacock bass populations have burgeoned in recent
years, while our ongoing explorations have opened up new, even
6 Oct. 27, 2004 Nov. 5 6 full days Paulo Petry Igapo Acu $2300
- open more highly productive water in this fishery.
Target River Price

Availability

Fall 2004 - Fly-in Safari Camps - Live within the Amazon’s mystery
8

Nov. 3, 2004

Nov. 12 6 full days Leandro N.

Rio Unini

$2950

9

Nov. 10, 2004 Nov. 19 6 full days Leandro N.

Rio Unini

$2950

Description
Fish the beautiful, black water tributaries of the Rio Negro. Live in
comfortable floating bungalows that provide access to new water as
- 6 openings they move up and downriver. Dark water in these productive fisheries favors surface action and explosive topwater strikes. Excellent
- open daily catch averages (12 - 20/day) and huge fish up to 25 pounds.

Fall 2004 - Holiday Special - Macaroca & Posao Lodge - An Air conditioned bargain A unique, ‘one-of-a-kind’ bargain. Luxurious Macaroca lodge, and
10 Nov. 17, 2004 Nov. 26 6 full days Wellington

R. Xeriuini

$2500

11 Nov. 24, 2004 Dec. 3

R. Xeriuini

$2500

6 full days Wellington

rustic Posao lodge, both located on the beautiful Xeriuini River, pro- 6 openings vide air-conditioned comfort and great peacock bass fishing . Join us
during the Thanksgiving Holiday season and fish them both for less
- open than the price of either one on our special itinerary!
We’re heading to new, even more remote waters than ever before.
The big Uneiuxi system, a far western tributary of the Rio Negro,
- 1 opening is as yet unexploited by sport fishermen. The river promises endless miles of unfished waters, isolated and far from the reach of
- 2 openings the growing crowd of novice peacock bass operations. Live in
comfortable floating bungalows. Dark, clear water promises both
- 4 openings excellent numbers and very big fish.

Fall 2004 - New, Unexplored Peacock Bass fishery - Moveable floating bungalows
12 Nov. 27, 2004 Dec. 6

6 full days Paul Reiss

Rio Uneiuxi $2345

Dec. 13 6 full days Paul Reiss

Rio Uneiuxi $2345

14 Dec. 11, 2004 Dec. 20 6 full days Paul Reiss

Rio Uneiuxi $2345

13 Dec. 4, 2004

PEACOCK BASS TRIPS - Winter 2005
#

Depart

Return

Fishing

Host

Location

Price

Availability

Winter 2005 - Rio Xeriuini - A Protected Clear Water Fishery in Northern Brazil
15 Jan. 19, 2005

Jan. 28 6 full days Wellington

16 Jan. 19, 2005

Jan. 28 6 full days S. Rossi

Macaroca

$3250

- open -

Posao

$3250

- open -

Winter 2004 - Fly-in, Rio Tapera - Amazonia’s most beautiful Peacock River
17 Feb. 2, 2005

Feb. 11 6 full days Paul Reiss

#

Return

Rio Tapera

$3650

- FULL -

Beautiful white sand beaches and clear black water provide an
extraordinary setting at this comfortable, air-conditioned lodge. Enjoy
the laid-back atmosphere while catching excellent numbers (20 -30 /
day) with an unusually high percentage of medium to large fish (10 to
20 pounds). The lodge features spacious rooms, a screened dining
area with panoramic river views and complete bathrooms with hot
showers. Enjoy a taste of luxury in the jungle.
Live in comfortable floating bungalows on white sand beaches
surrounded by "Jurassic Park" jungle and clear black water . Great
for fly fishermen and plug casters alike. Fantastic daily catch averages (20 - 70/day) with fish up to 22½ pounds.

WORLD RECORD VARIETY TRIPS - Winter 2005
Depart

Fishing

Host

Location

Price

Availability

Description

We’ve discovered a spectacular new destination on the fringe of the
Amazon basin. The beautiful Rio Urariquera, closed to sport fishing
- 5 openings since 1952, holds an amazing variety of gamefish. Protected by the
pristine Maraca Island Bio-reserve, this fishery has yielded 5 IGFA
- FULL - records so far and will certainly produce many more. We’ve seen
pirapitinga over 25 lbs. and giant catfish well over 200. If you can
- FULL - land them on rod and reel, you’ll demolish the world record. Live in
comfortable bungalows and enjoy excellent meals in a safari style
- Openings - camp in the middle of the river’s most productive region.

Explore new waters - Fish for record-class payara, pacu, giant catfish & more
18 Jan. 12, 2005

Jan. 21

6 full days Pat Nicholl

Urariquera

$3250

19 Jan. 19, 2005

Jan. 28

6 full days Paul Reiss

Urariquera

$3250

20 Jan. 26, 2005 Feb. 4

6 full days Paul Reiss

Urariquera

$3250

6 full days Pat Nicholl

Urariquera

$3250

Jan. 5, Feb. 2,
8, 16 & 23

9 days

NOTE - We can offer these great trips at other dates as well, although pricing and itinerary may vary. Acute Angling can also book
you on your choice of other exotic fishing trips - anywhere in the world ... Call us and let us know what you’d like to catch!

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!
Contact us, Toll-free, at; Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987
Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668 - FAX (908) 832-2989
P.O. Box 18 - Califon, NJ 07830 Website: www.AcuteAngling.com - E-mail: Webmaster@AcuteAngling.com

